2024 Prometheus design werx - The Böhler M390 stainless steel alloy blade runs on ceramic bearings for a smooth action. Dual thumbstuds with dive watch grade glow-in-the-dark inlays deploys the blade quickly and decisively. Rounding out this Invictus-IBL are the G10 scales which are perfectly matched to the handle. No flashy, big logos or graphics or marks, just a subtle ...
  [image: Find a variety of PDW products at TACWRK, a brand shop for tactical gear and outdoor adventure. Browse morale patches, cat eyes, sporks, pouches, patches …. Prometheus design werx]The Stratus Down Hoodie is our state-of-the-art, technical, goose down mid-layer hoodie. When details make the design and details matter; our jacket features a unique stretch 20D nylon shell with stitch-less baffles, DWR, premium 800 fill power, hydrophobic goose down, a cozy brushed tricot lined hood, and 2 convertible pillow pockets. These types of mid …The SPD Edition of Wenger Blades' Micro-Tracker-ST. The Tracker model by Dave but in a compact and very carry friendly mini-size. This edition features handles made in the signature SPD colorway of od green with orange liner handles. Custom hand made by Dave Wenger. This unique blade and grind configuration is designed for field use and … The SPD Edition S.H.A.D.O. Pack 24L 3.0 is the newly updated version and now features a full volume main compartment tub, lowpro laptop/hydration bladder 2ndary pocket, improved stretch water bottle pocket fabric, and updated lumbar pad and retention system. The SPD Edition MKII Paradive is a special, exclusive collaboration in partnership with the American watch brand MKII Watches. Featuring our SPD Kraken Trident mark on the dial, orange tipped sweep and a PDW logo on the case back. This exclusive collaboration includes 2 PDW Ti-NATO Straps and an Expedition Watch Band Compass Kit. Limited to only 45 pcs, SN 6 through 50. The MKII Paradive draws ... An exclusive SPD Edition of the CRK Inkosi Drop Point-Large. The Inkosi, CRK's most technologically advanced model, pushes the characteristics of the Integral Lock®, blade strength, pivot and lock tolerances as well as overall ergonomics. The SPD Edition features our exclusive precision CNC millwork and Kraken Trident logo, and dual thumbstuds. A 97 RC ceramic ball … Prometheus Design Werx, San Francisco, California. 18,278 likes · 474 talking about this · 480 were here. • Precision • Strength • Courage •. The CWO (C.old W.eather O.perations) Full Zip Sweater is a robust, alpinist style sweater knit made with extra fine, premium, merino yarns. Featuring a 2-way YKK front zipper, two YKK zippered hand pockets, stretch fabric trims reinforcing the arms and shoulders, and a timeless, classic rib knit. Expertly knit in Italy. Available in Heather Alpine Gray. #cwosweater The CWO …The TiFS MK2 is a compact, capsule type, survival lighter for starting campfires. Precision milled from 6AL-4V titanium billet. The MK2 features a milled grip pattern inspired by the classic WWII era grenade, which makes this capsule lighter easy and secure to grasp in cold and wet conditions. A premium titanium lighter for your firemaking and ... Precision machined titanium billet replacement scales for the standard 91mm style "Swiss Army Knife". These high grade premium scales are press fit permanent replacements for the factory plastic scales. Fully contoured on a CNC these titanium scales will have the similar shaping and feel of the factory plastic scales, but made with titanium as a premium upgrade mod. Along with our signature 5 ... Warehouse Sale. Closeouts, previous season styles, and random warehouse finds, all being offered at or around wholesale, or better pricing. Admin Organizer Size 2 (AO2) - All Terrain Brown. 1 review. $ 21.75 $ 29.00. SPX Pouch - All Terrain Brown. 2 reviews. $ 20.25 $ 27.00. Stash Pouch Size 1 (SP1) - All Terrain Brown.The OJP (Odd Job Pouch) is a small, compact zippered pouch designed to hold those smaller odds and ends. 2-way zippered opening with 2 dividers inside. Sometimes you just need a small pouch to organize those last minute or quick to access items. Sized to fit a standard ID or credit card, lip balm, SAK, nitrile gloves, 18650s, lighters, etc. The OJP's …The OS3 Pack Knife is a compact pack and field knife featuring a S35VN blade, fully sandwiched, 2-color, black and OD green, G10 handle design, engineered for weight reduction, and to be quick in the hand. Accompanying this fixed blade is a hand crafted, classic, stacked leather sheath with multiple mounting options. The OS3 was inspired by …6 reviews. $ 79.00. Expedition Watch Band Compass Kit 2.0 - Matte. Newly updated for the slimmest, lowest profile yet, and now with tooless change-out of button compasses. Our Watch Band Compass Kits are the original and the best of their kind. Precision made with titanium and depth rated to 100M/300'. Prometheus Design Werx can be reached at: [email protected]. Hours. 1000PST - 1800PST. M - F. Service & Support We will do our best to make your customer experience with PDW, the best that it can be. We treat our customers the same way we would want to be treated ourselves when making an important purchase. We are here to earn your business and ... The STS folder design is a modern, technical, framelock folder featuring a distinct clip point blade inspired by the classic Loveless chute knife. This PDW edition features a premium Böhler M390 blade, billet titanium handles, lock bar limiter, and ceramic bearings in the pivot for a smooth action. The STS not only draws its blade shape inspiration from the …Prometheus Design Werx crafts exceptional multi-purpose performance apparel equipment, and accessories to outfit the distinctive individual for uncommon … 4 reviews. $ 119.00. Raider Field Short GC - UFG. 4 reviews. The Raider Field Short Guide Cloth is a best in class, made in the USA, wilderness field short. Expertly made in a lighter yet durable, 5.75oz technical fabric, that we custom milled and added stretch for additional mobility and a notable increase in comfort. Shirts | Prometheus Design Werx. Home | Shirts. DRB Woodsman Shirt - Merino Red-Black-Gray Plaid. 5 reviews. $ 149.00. DRB Woodsman Shirt - Red Plaid Techwool. 12 reviews. $ 159.00.The OS3 Pack Knife is a compact pack and field knife featuring a S35VN blade, fully sandwiched, 2-color, black and OD green, G10 handle design, engineered for weight reduction, and to be quick in the hand. Accompanying this fixed blade is a hand crafted, classic, stacked leather sheath with multiple mounting options. The OS3 was inspired by …Prometheus Design Werx can be reached at. [email protected]. We will do our best to make your customer experience with PDW, the best that it can be. We treat our customers the same way we would want to be treated ourselves when making an important purchase. We are here to earn your business and your respect.These high grade premium scales are press fit permanent replacements for the factory plastic scales. Fully contoured on a CNC these G10 scales will have the similar shaping and feel of the factory plastic scales, but made with durable, custom colored G10 as a premium upgrade mod. Available in black with neon green ringed glow dot. $ 59.00.A fully seam taped, weatherproof, technical soft-shell hoodie with 4-way stretch and functional design features for maximum capability, versatility and performance. The Defiant Hoodie is for those who defy the odds, keep moving forward in any weather and make their own way. Streamlined and uncluttered purpose driven design, feature rich, and ... The Prometheus Design Werx’s “Special Projects Division” is tasked with creating experimental runs, limited production editions, collaborations, tackling unusual design challenges, and creating unexpected but useful results that may often change and/or improves the nature of things in a particular context. Any one of o. The A.G. Cashmere Shemagh is the superior take on a field classic. PDW took the everyday cotton shemagh to the next level by creating a version with the world's finest natural performance fiber, cashmere. Cashmere is finer, lighter, stronger, is at least 3X warmer than wool and is unsurpassed for comfort in the field. Versatile and exceptional. Available in …Premium Materials. S.H.A.D.O Pack is built with 500 D Invista Cordura as well as 500 D nylon and spandex. This gives the bag a soft, durable, and flexible design to allow for multi-purpose activities. The choice of performance materials in making the S.H.A.D.O. Pack 24L gives the user an adventure pack that is robust yet won't weigh you down.The Shearling Mountain Jacket is an expertly made "shirt-jac" style constructed with our premium Italian milled Tech-Wool Melton and Polartec® RetroPile Shearling fleece. A heritage outdoor shirt-jac design updated with modern details, industrial grade construction, for cool to cold season wear in the wilderness and everyday. Built to last in...The Carryology X PDW SP1-C (Stash Pouch Size 1) edition features X-Pac™ VX25, Dimension Polyant PX05 fabrics and is designed to store a wide variety of items from the trail to EDC. Not too big and not too small, this handy zippered pouch is ideal for anything from binoculars, personal effects, trail snacks, survival items, 1st Aid items and perfectly sized to fit three of our Versa … 3 reviews. $ 141.00. Raider Field Pant EC - All Terrain Brown. 3 reviews. The Raider Field Pant EC is a cool weather version of our most popular pant. Expertly made in our regular fit, feature rich, plain front, field pant for everyday and street wear. Our EC fabric is a custom milled, 9oz, 4-way stretch nylon-poly blend soft-shell with DWR. The SPD Edition MKII Paradive is a special, exclusive collaboration in partnership with the American watch brand MKII Watches. Featuring our SPD Kraken Trident mark on the dial, orange tipped sweep and a PDW logo on the case back. This exclusive collaboration includes 2 PDW Ti-NATO Straps and an Expedition Watch Band Compass Kit. Limited to only 45 pcs, SN 6 through 50. The MKII Paradive draws ... Tee-Shirt Size Charts: Fit Notes: All of PDW's apparel styles are designed for today's active and versatile user in mind. Our apparel is intended to move with the wearer, be comfortable, function, look and feel as awesome as you are and never constrict or bind at the expense of affected or superfluous styling. There are literally billions of.The All Terrain Duffel 45L is rated to IPX7, features a robust, Delrin tooth, waterproof main zipper to access the main compartment to keep your load out dry. An additional internal hanging zippered pocket keeps those smaller items quick and easy to access. Constructed of 1000D RPET (eco-friendly recycled polyester fibers) with fully welded seams. Rain or …The Danger Ranger Bear Scout Knife Reloaded. Our highly popular DRB Scout Knife returns with an updated tool selection making it more useful for backcountry and EDC than ever before. Each knife features select stag scales and every knife will have its own distinct appearance by virtue of its natural handle materials. Other exclusive features to our …倖存者有限公司Survivor-Asia 統編:50917359 地址:桃園市大園區埔心里航勤北路8之1號 電話:0975511530 電子信箱:[email protected] The Stratus Down Hoodie is our state-of-the-art, technical, goose down mid-layer hoodie. When details make the design and details matter; our jacket features a unique stretch 20D nylon shell with stitch-less baffles, DWR, premium 800 fill power, hydrophobic goose down, a cozy brushed tricot lined hood, and 2 convertible pillow pockets. These types of mid-layers are the warmest to weight ratio ... These Ti-SAK Scales are perfectly fitted to the 58mm Mini Champ. Our precise tolerances in the titanium scales are very high and these will snap fit onto the SAK. However, for a more permanent fit, we recommend a tiny dab of super glue gel in each of the inside pockets before snapping these on. Make sure to keep the action clear on the pen when ...Classic, 100% cotton, custom printed bandana with DRB graphic. 21.5" x 21.5", made in the USA. An American classic and favorite amongst cowboys, hobos, monkey wrenchers, backpackers, rebels and rogues. Our custom made in the USA bandanas feature a single sided, discharge printing process so there is no screen printing plastisol film on top of the cotton fabric. Will get …The All Terrain Duffel 45L is rated to IPX7, features a robust, Delrin tooth, waterproof main zipper to access the main compartment to keep your load out dry. An additional internal hanging zippered pocket keeps those smaller items quick and easy to access. Constructed of 1000D RPET (eco-friendly recycled polyester fibers) with fully welded seams. Rain or …The TiFS MK2 is a compact, capsule type, survival lighter for starting campfires. Precision milled from 6AL-4V titanium billet. The MK2 features a milled grip pattern inspired by the classic WWII era grenade, which makes this capsule lighter easy and secure to grasp in cold and wet conditions. A premium titanium lighter for your firemaking and ...The two snap chest pockets have been sized to fit many of today's modern smart phones and we added a zippered hide-away pocket under the collar to stash small, discreet EDC items. Two slash hand pockets, two inside pockets and antiqued nickel silver snaps round out the Roam Jacket-EC. Well made. 150 lbs 31 waist. 5ft 8in. And med fit great.The Carryology X PDW SP1-C (Stash Pouch Size 1) edition features X-Pac™ VX25, Dimension Polyant PX05 fabrics and is designed to store a wide variety of items from the trail to EDC. Not too big and not too small, this handy zippered pouch is ideal for anything from binoculars, personal effects, trail snacks, survival items, 1st Aid items and perfectly sized to fit three of our Versa … The Special Projects Division X-11 is a precision made, titanium handled, compact cutting tool using a common and replaceable no. 11 utility blade. A unique, unibody design which is smaller in width than a AAA battery and about as long as your pinky finger. This small but mighty cutting tool is designed to be barely felt on your keychain, in ... The SP1 (Stash Pouch Size 1) is designed to store a wide variety of items from the trail to EDC. Not too big and not too small, this handy zippered pouch is ideal for anything from binoculars, personal effects, trail snacks, survival items, and perfectly sized to fit three of our Versa Bears™. $ 25.00. Quantity. The SPD Edition MKII Paradive is a special, exclusive collaboration in partnership with the American watch brand MKII Watches. Featuring our SPD Kraken Trident mark on the dial, orange tipped sweep and a PDW logo on the case back. This exclusive collaboration includes 2 PDW Ti-NATO Straps and an Expedition Watch Band Compass Kit. Limited to only 45 pcs, SN 6 through 50. The MKII Paradive draws ... An exclusive SPD Edition of the CRK Sebenza 31 Drop Point-Large, featuring the exclusive CNC millwork of our (updated) Kraken Trident Wave graphic. This folder is in a class of its own, spanning decades as an apex, framelock folder, and a superbly engineered edged tool. The Sebenza continues to be a high standard in the industry. A smartly engineered, modern, 1-handed sparking unit which draws its DNA from the US military issue, aircrew version. Precision machined from titanium billet, this sparking unit is an excellently made, premium upgrade with greatly extended service life and expanded functionality. PDW set out to design and create the world's finest 1-handed sparking …Available in Universal Field Gray with a Flame Orange Liner. Weather resistant construction, 2 exterior zippered pockets, 2 interior, generously sized, zippered, mesh organizer pockets, loop panel to affix morale patch type ID Tags, short and long grab handles, and a removable padded shoulder strap to haul this tote bag in any number of …PDW Campsite Sticker. 1 review. $ 4.00. PDW Logo ProCut Sticker - White. New larger 3.5" size of our official Prometheus Design Werx logo pro-cut sticker in white. Solid color, pro-cut vinyl sticker is made in the USA and rated for a 5 year minimum life in outdoor conditions. Ideal on vehicle windows, hard cases, bumpers, and more.The Prometheus Design Werx Team is an eclectic aggregate of individuals who all intrinsically share in the mission and ethos of the brand. We are comprised of forward thinkers, designers, craftsmen, former service members, rebels, and adventurers. We at Prometheus Design Werx believe in discipline, but make up most ofClassic, 100% cotton, custom printed bandana with DRB graphic. 21.5" x 21.5", made in the USA. An American classic and favorite amongst cowboys, hobos, monkey wrenchers, backpackers, rebels and rogues. Our custom made in the USA bandanas feature a single sided, discharge printing process so there is no screen printing plastisol film on top of the cotton fabric. Will get …The SPD Edition S.H.A.D.O. Pack 24L 3.0 is the newly updated version and now features a full volume main compartment tub, lowpro laptop/hydration bladder 2ndary pocket, improved stretch water bottle pocket fabric, and updated lumbar pad and retention system. This pack is a fully loaded, mid-size, adventure pack that effectively delivers a ruggedized, streamlined, best in … 4 reviews. $ 119.00. Raider Field Short GC - UFG. 4 reviews. The Raider Field Short Guide Cloth is a best in class, made in the USA, wilderness field short. Expertly made in a lighter yet durable, 5.75oz technical fabric, that we custom milled and added stretch for additional mobility and a notable increase in comfort. An exclusive SPD Edition of the CRK Large Drop Point Inkosi. The SPD Edition features our exclusive precision CNC millwork, new Kraken Trident Wave graphic, and dual thumbstuds. The Inkosi, CRK's most technologically advanced model, pushes the characteristics of the Integral Lock®, blade strength, pivot and lock tolerances as well as overall ergonomics. …The SPD Ti-MNPara Strap is inspired directly from the original French Navy (Marine Nationale) combat diver's versions as first worn in the 1960-70s. Ours feature all titanium hardware and best grade nylon-Spandex strapping. One of the most comfortable and adjustable watch straps made today. Fits watches with 22mm width lugs. Available in the …An exclusive SPD Edition of the CRK Large Tanto Blade Inkosi. The SPD Edition features our exclusive precision CNC millwork, new Kraken Trident Wave graphic, and dual thumbstuds. The Inkosi, CRK's most technologically advanced model, pushes the characteristics of the Integral Lock®, blade strength, pivot and lock tolerances as well as overall ergonomics. A 97 RC …The Raider Field Pant EX is a cool weather wear version of our most popular pant. Expertly made, feature rich, plain front, pant for everyday and street wear. Our EX fabric is a custom milled, 9oz, 4-way stretch nylon-poly blend twill with DWR. With many considerations for today’s user and the EDC tribe, there are ample pockets without creating a cluttered or …69K Followers, 366 Following, 3,674 Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Prometheus Design Werx (@prometheusdesignwerx)The Prometheus Design Werx Team is an eclectic aggregate of individuals who all intrinsically share in the mission and ethos of the brand. We are comprised of forward thinkers, designers, craftsmen, former service members, rebels, and adventurers. We at Prometheus Design Werx believe in discipline, but make up most ofPrometheus Design Werx is at Prometheus Design Werx. August 19, 2020 · San Francisco, CA ·. Today’s Drop is Now Live: Glow in the Dark Heart Marks the Spot, Glow in the Dark Broad Arrow v1 OD Green. and PDW 6 Pack Morale Patches.A fully seam taped, weatherproof, technical soft-shell hoodie with 4-way stretch and functional design features for maximum capability, versatility and performance. The Defiant Hoodie is for those who defy the odds, keep moving forward in any weather and make their own way. Streamlined and uncluttered purpose driven design, feature rich, and ...Best in Class. The Stratus Down Hoodie is our state-of-the-art, technical, goose down mid-layer hoodie. This is the most feature rich and technically advanced hooded goose down jacket in its class. When details make the design and details matter; our jacket features a unique stretch 20D nylon shell with stitch-less baffles, DWR, premium 850 fill power, …The OS3 Pack Knife is a compact pack and field knife featuring a S35VN blade, fully sandwiched, 2-color, black and OD green, G10 handle design, engineered for weight reduction, and to be quick in the hand. Accompanying this fixed blade is a hand crafted, classic, stacked leather sheath with multiple mounting options. The OS3 was inspired by …Down's amazing natural thermal properties is inherent in its ability to trap warm air. However water will normally collapse the tiny air trapping filaments of down clusters. PDW uses state of the art DownTek™ brand premium 850 fill power goose down, which is hydrophobic, and stays drier 27 times longer than untreated goose down. An exclusive SPD Edition of the CRK Sebenza 31 Drop Point-Large. This folder is in a class of its own, spanning decades as an apex, framelock folder, and a superbly engineered edged tool. The Sebenza continues to be a high standard in the industry. Featuring the Reeve Integral Lock with Ceramic Ball Interface, premium blade steel, superlative pivot and lock tolerances as well as overall ... The Prometheus Design Werx’s “Special Projects Division” is tasked with creating experimental runs, limited production editions, collaborations, tackling unusual design challenges, and creating unexpected but useful results that may often change and/or improves the nature of things in a particular context. Any one of our product categories …BY PIOTR MA, OCTOBER 20, 2022 | Originally published on Carryology Carryology Score 8 When the Prometheus Design Werx founder asked me if I’d like to test drive the completely new All Terrain series of bags made specifically for aquatic environments, I told them: “Guys, perfect timing. I’ll be setting sail within ten days from now; act fast.” So let’s check it out! Specifications …Classic, 100% cotton, custom printed bandana with DRB graphic. 21.5" x 21.5", made in the USA. An American classic and favorite amongst cowboys, hobos, monkey wrenchers, backpackers, rebels and rogues. Our custom made in the USA bandanas feature a single sided, discharge printing process so there is no screen printing plastisol film on top of the cotton fabric. Will get … An exclusive SPD Edition of the CRK Sebenza 31 Drop Point-Large. This folder is in a class of its own, spanning decades as an apex, framelock folder, and a superbly engineered edged tool. The Sebenza continues to be a high standard in the industry. Featuring the Reeve Integral Lock with Ceramic Ball Interface, premium blade steel, superlative pivot and lock tolerances as well as overall ... The All Terrain Pack 24L is rated to IPX7, features a robust, Delrin tooth, waterproof main zipper to access the main compartment and to keep your load out dry. An additional external zippered pocket keeps those smaller items quick and easy to access. Constructed of 1000D RPET (eco-friendly recycled polyester fibers) with fully welded seams. Rain or … The All Terrain Duffel 45L is rated to IPX7, features a robust, Delrin tooth, waterproof main zipper to access the main compartment to keep your load out dry. An additional internal hanging zippered pocket keeps those smaller items quick and easy to access. Constructed of 1000D RPET (eco-friendly recycled polyester fibers) with fully welded seams. Rain or shine, land or sea, this duffel is ... Prometheus Design Werx can be reached at. [email protected]. We will do our best to make your customer experience with PDW, the best that it can be. We treat our customers the same way we would want to be treated ourselves when making an important purchase. We are here to earn your business and your respect.69K Followers, 366 Following, 3,674 Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Prometheus Design Werx (@prometheusdesignwerx)The FORCE Program entitles the listed service members to a 10% discount on all items excluding limited SPD product releases and custom knives/edged tools. If you would like to apply for the PDW FORCE Program, the easiest way to do so is with an email sent to [email protected] from your official “Active duty” email address.Learn how Patrick Ma, the co-founder of Prometheus Design Werx, a brand that fuses outdoor exploration and tactical products, started his career and …The SPD Edition of the STS-B Linen Micarta is a modern, highly detailed, purpose driven, framelock folder featuring a distinct clip point blade made in premium Böhler M390, and inspired by the classic Loveless chute knife. Precision made, featuring an integrated titanium bolster style construction with contoured linen micarta scales. This SPD Edition STS-B is a level up and …Tee-Shirt Size Charts: Fit Notes: All of PDW's apparel styles are designed for today's active and versatile user in mind. Our apparel is intended to move with the wearer, be comfortable, function, look and feel as awesome as you are and never constrict or bind at the expense of affected or superfluous styling. There are literally billions of.Prometheus Design Werx's ongoing collaborations with Terrain 365™ brings you the latest, special edition, high performance, technical variant of the Invictus folder design. This variant known as the Invictus-ATC (All Terrain Compact) featuring a Terravantium™ super alloy blade, OD Green linen micarta handle on the presentation side, and all titanium...The two snap chest pockets have been sized to fit many of today's modern smart phones and we added a zippered hide-away pocket under the collar to stash small, discreet EDC items. Two slash hand pockets, two inside pockets and antiqued nickel silver snaps round out the Roam Jacket-EC. Well made. 150 lbs 31 waist. 5ft 8in. And med fit great.Overview. The double wall type construction found in the Ti-Line MFSS directs airflow to oxygenate the fire resulting in the nearly complete combustion of biomass fuel, a hotter burn, while creating less smoke. Smartly designed to fit and nest in most any common 500ML backpacking pots for a totally self contained cookset you can put together ...The two snap chest pockets have been sized to fit many of today's modern smart phones and we added a zippered hide-away pocket under the collar to stash small, discreet EDC items. Two slash hand pockets, two inside pockets and antiqued nickel silver snaps round out the Roam Jacket-EC. Well made. 150 lbs 31 waist. 5ft 8in. And med fit great.Shirts | Prometheus Design Werx. Home | Shirts. DRB Woodsman Shirt - Merino Red-Black-Gray Plaid. 5 reviews. $ 149.00. DRB Woodsman Shirt - Red Plaid Techwool. 12 reviews. $ 159.00.BY PIOTR MA, OCTOBER 20, 2022 | Originally published on Carryology Carryology Score 8 When the Prometheus Design Werx founder asked me if I’d like to test drive the completely new All Terrain series of bags made specifically for aquatic environments, I told them: “Guys, perfect timing. I’ll be setting sail within ten days from now; act fast.” So let’s check it out! Specifications …Jan 13, 2017 · Design Heads | Prometheus Design Werx. Fusing a love of the outdoors and a fascination with objects, Patrick Ma has embraced a life full of discovery, exploration, adventure, and design. Taking a utilitarian approach to his designs, he is often considered responsible for bringing tactical products to a larger audience. A comprehensive review of the S.H.A.D.O. pack, a versatile and durable backpack for office and adventure use. Learn about its features, …Our Ferro Stash rods come in a handy 3-pack and are sized to fit anywhere a strike-anywhere match fits. Perfect in hollow handle survival knives, match cases, and our titanium stash tubes. "Fire Steels" or ferrocerium rods are a proven and effective method of creating a shower of fire starting sparks for starting a campfire. These Ferro Stash rods are great for backup fire making …Design Principles. The Co-founders of Prometheus Design Werx collectively have over 40 years of fabrication and design experience in a variety of fields and disciplines relevant to our brand’s mission. As the Managing Members of the company, their executive responsibilities are dovetailed along with their roles as the core of the R&D Team. Overview. The Carryology X PDW SPX-C Pouch edition features X-Pac™ VX25 fabric, a Fidlock® V-Buckle magnetic closure, is designed to hold most of today's smartphones, and an extra internal divider allows the user to stash a power bank so you can charge on the fly. We created this pouch so the user could easily access their smartphone while ... The Prometheus Design Werx SPD STS-B Carbon Fiber Folder. Featuring design inspiration from the Loveless Chute Knife, the SPD STS-B addresses the needs first brought forth by Harry Archer. Archer is the man who initially commissioned the chute knife concept to Loveless. Premium Materials. S.H.A.D.O Pack is built with 500 D Invista Cordura as well as 500 D nylon and spandex. This gives the bag a soft, durable, and flexible design to allow for multi-purpose activities. The choice of performance materials in making the S.H.A.D.O. Pack 24L gives the user an adventure pack that is robust yet won't weigh you down. Flimber jurbles, Uh parma medical center, Bellabiotics, Gold cup org, Warm mineral springs north port fl, Kurt vile tour, Western mall 7, Franklin institute the, 82 queen restaurant charleston sc, Painted lady tattoo, Ls tractor, Palace theater greensburg, Sam's bbq, Cableamerica
The mythical "Kraken" is often depicted as a monstrous octopus in story and lore. Combined with a trident this graphic is used to represent our Special Projects Division. Used as an element with a version of the famous Japanese woodblock print, the Great Wave, we created this illustration featured on an extra fine, archival grade print. $ 35.00.. Mercy culture
[image: prometheus design werx]va dept of game and inland fisheriesThe Böhler M390 stainless steel alloy blade runs on ceramic bearings for a smooth action. Dual thumbstuds with dive watch grade glow-in-the-dark inlays deploys the blade quickly and decisively. Rounding out this Invictus-IBL are the G10 scales which are perfectly matched to the handle. No flashy, big logos or graphics or marks, just a subtle ...Perfect Fit. These Ti-SAK Scales are perfectly fitted to the 58mm Mini Champ. Our precise tolerances in the titanium scales are very high and these will snap fit onto the SAK. However, for a more permanent fit, we recommend a tiny dab of super glue gel in each of the inside pockets before snapping these on. Make sure to keep the action clear on ...PDW Campsite Sticker. 1 review. $ 4.00. PDW Logo ProCut Sticker - White. New larger 3.5" size of our official Prometheus Design Werx logo pro-cut sticker in white. Solid color, pro-cut vinyl sticker is made in the USA and rated for a 5 year minimum life in outdoor conditions. Ideal on vehicle windows, hard cases, bumpers, and more.The TiFS MK2 is a compact, capsule type, survival lighter for starting campfires. Precision milled from 6AL-4V titanium billet. The MK2 features a milled grip pattern inspired by the classic WWII era grenade, which makes this capsule lighter easy and secure to grasp in cold and wet conditions. A premium titanium lighter for your firemaking and ... When the zippered top lid is fully open, the 12 gallon tote/bin is easily accessed and and can be opened and closed freely. The CC12 top lid features 3 zippered mesh organizer pockets and the 2 removable EDCO Panels allow even more additional and user storage options. Made of durable 1000D, phthalate-free, weather resistant PVC tarpaulin ... This SPD Edition features a best grade GID glow dot inlaid into the precision machined titanium billet replacement scales with fullers, Designed to retro fit the standard 91mm style "Swiss Army Knife". These high grade premium scales are press fit permanent replacements for the factory plastic scales. Fully contoured on a CNC these titanium scales will have the similar shaping …The two snap chest pockets have been sized to fit many of today's modern smart phones and we added a zippered hide-away pocket under the collar to stash small, discreet EDC items. Two slash hand pockets, two inside pockets and antiqued nickel silver snaps round out the Roam Jacket-EC. Well made. 150 lbs 31 waist. 5ft 8in. And med fit great.Prometheus Design Werx ships orders within 3-5 business days, offering expedited shipping options. International shipping is available, with buyers responsible for duties and taxes. Returns require items to be in new condition with original packaging, except for final sale items. The company does not reimburse shipping costs and may charge for ...The Prometheus Design Werx SPD STS-B Carbon Fiber Folder. Featuring design inspiration from the Loveless Chute Knife, the SPD STS-B addresses the needs first brought forth by Harry Archer. Archer is the man who initially commissioned the chute knife concept to Loveless. Defiant [adjective]: characterized by defiance; full of or showing a strong disposition to challenge, resist, or fight. A fully seam taped, weatherproof, technical soft-shell hoodie with 4-way stretch and functional design features for maximum capability, versatility and performance. Prometheus Design Werx: A Look Inside. Share Tweet. Prometheus Design Werx. I’ve been a fan of Prometheus Design Werx for some time. They consistently come out with solid well thought out solutions for problems that can crop up on adventures. Great designs and materials, made to a high standard. But how does all of …The SPD Edition of the Terrain 365 STS-AT is a modern, technical, framelock folder featuring a distinct clip point blade inspired by the classic Loveless chute knife. Featuring their rustproof, edgeholding Terravantium™ blade, this folder is a cutting tool capable from S.ea T.o S.ummit and anything in between. This SPD Edition features exclusive OD Green G10 scales and our …The Raider Field Pant EC T-Fit is a cool weather wear version of our most popular pant. Expertly made in our slimmer "Tailored Fit", feature rich, plain front, field pant for everyday and street wear. Our EC fabric is a custom milled, 9oz, 4-way stretch nylon-poly blend soft-shell with DWR. With many considerations for today’s user and the EDC tribe, there are ample pockets without … The OS3 Pack Knife is a compact pack and field knife featuring a S35VN blade, fully sandwiched, 2-color, black and OD green, G10 handle design, engineered for weight reduction, and to be quick in the hand. Accompanying this fixed blade is a hand crafted, classic, stacked leather sheath with multiple mounting options. The OS3 was inspired by some of our Chief Designer's favorite fixed blade ... The SPD Edition MKII Paradive is a special, exclusive collaboration in partnership with the American watch brand MKII Watches. Featuring our SPD Kraken Trident mark on the dial, orange tipped sweep and a PDW logo on the case back. This exclusive collaboration includes 2 PDW Ti-NATO Straps and an Expedition Watch Band Compass Kit. Limited to only 45 pcs, SN 6 through 50. The MKII Paradive draws ... READER'S REVIEW Be the first to review. When the Prometheus Design Werx founder asked me if I’d like to test drive the completely new All Terrain series of bags made specifically for aquatic …The SPD Ti-Nuck Driver is a pocket sized driver tool and fits 1/4" - 6mm hex bit attachments. Ergonomically designed for a comfortable grip between your fingers and knuckles. Precision made from titanium billet. This EDC pocket tool features a rare earth magnet to hold your hex bit, a unique wave shaped crown, laser engraved with our …The Carryology X PDW SP1-C (Stash Pouch Size 1) edition features X-Pac™ VX25, Dimension Polyant PX05 fabrics and is designed to store a wide variety of items from the trail to EDC. Not too big and not too small, this handy zippered pouch is ideal for anything from binoculars, personal effects, trail snacks, survival items, 1st Aid items and perfectly sized to fit three of our Versa … 10 reviews. The premium Ti-Line Insulated Ramen Bowl is constructed with titanium, a double wall, and vacuum lined to keep food hot, longer. There are few things more satisfying than a hot bowl of noodle soup on a brisk day. And even more so, than savoring that meal while dining in the great outdoors. We created this unique noodle bowl for that ... Being based in San Francisco, Prometheus Design Werx is well aware of this reality. Wanting to deliver an automatic EDC knife that’s legal to carry in its home state, PDW has now unveiled the CAS OTF. Short for “California Special,” this truncated auto knife is a product of PDW’s Special Projects Division. Representing PDW’s second ...Pack Rain Fly 15L-30L - Universal Field Gray. 3 reviews. $ 27.00. Pack Rain Fly 15L-30L - Ranger Green. 2 reviews. A compact, lightweight, waterproof rain cover for backpacks sized from 15L to 30L. Folds amd stows into a small 5.5" x 5.5", built in pouch. Features our All Terrain graphic in a reflective heat transfer. Available in Ranger Green.Prometheus Design Werx creates exceptional products for self-reliant individuals who face uncommon challenges off and on the grid. Explore their apparel, soft …Our Ferro Stash rods come in a handy 3-pack and are sized to fit anywhere a strike-anywhere match fits. Perfect in hollow handle survival knives, match cases, and our titanium stash tubes. "Fire Steels" or ferrocerium rods are a proven and effective method of creating a shower of fire starting sparks for starting a campfire. These Ferro Stash rods are great for backup fire making …The CWO (C.old W.eather O.perations) Full Zip Sweater is a robust, alpinist style sweater knit made with extra fine, premium, merino yarns. Featuring a 2-way YKK front zipper, two YKK zippered hand pockets, stretch fabric trims reinforcing the arms and shoulders, and a timeless, classic rib knit. Expertly knit in Italy. Available in Heather Alpine Gray. #cwosweater The CWO … An exclusive SPD Edition of the CRK Sebenza 31 Drop Point-Large, featuring the exclusive CNC millwork of our (updated) Kraken Trident Wave graphic. This folder is in a class of its own, spanning decades as an apex, framelock folder, and a superbly engineered edged tool. The Sebenza continues to be a high standard in the industry. Prometheus Design Werx ships orders within 3-5 business days, offering expedited shipping options. International shipping is available, with buyers responsible for duties and taxes. Returns require items to be in new condition with original packaging, except for final sale items. The company does not reimburse shipping costs and may charge for ...But the Prometheus Design Werx Stratus Down Hoodie might be my favorite lightweight down hooded jacket to date. Not all down jackets are made equally. Most of them have stitched-through down pockets, which is the easiest construction. But that also creates thermal bridges on the stitching lines, which transfer body heat to the cold outside. A fully seam taped, weatherproof, technical soft-shell hoodie with 4-way stretch and functional design features for maximum capability, versatility and performance. The Defiant Hoodie is for those who defy the odds, keep moving forward in any weather and make their own way. Streamlined and uncluttered purpose driven design, feature rich, and ... Danger Ranger Bear encourages you to be a friend to the wilderness when you get the call, and to the woodland creatures big or small. He wants you to be prepared, be ready, face the challenges, plan for risks, thrill in the journey, and to not die dumb. No adventure big or small was ever great, without a bit of danger.The PDW Ti-Compass Pendant is a small, wearable compass to use for quick directional nav checks when on the fly. Featuring our 100M depth rated, oil filled button compass, GID gasket, and precision milled titanium case with a left-right vector cord bore, so eliminates the need for a counter ring. A classic magnetic compass in a small format. Use with cordage, …The Prometheus Design Werx SPD STS-B Carbon Fiber Folder. Featuring design inspiration from the Loveless Chute Knife, the SPD STS-B addresses the needs first brought forth by Harry Archer. Archer is the man who initially commissioned the chute knife concept to Loveless.Prometheus Design Werx is a San Francisco-based manufacturer of outdoor equipment, apparel and accessories for adventure and self reliance. Learn about …The PDW Ti-Compass Pendant is a small, wearable compass to use for quick directional nav checks when on the fly. Featuring our 100M depth rated, oil filled button compass, GID gasket, and precision milled titanium case with a left-right vector cord bore, so eliminates the need for a counter ring. A classic magnetic compass in a small format. Use with cordage, …The Raider Pant GC T-Fit is a feature rich, plain front, technical field pant for everyday wear in our Tailored Fit. Made in our updated, performance, technical, all-season Guide Cloth in 5.75oz weight, with 4-way stretch, and DWR. With many considerations for today’s user and the EDC tribe, there are ample pockets without creating a cluttered or bulky design. … New larger 3.5" size of our official Prometheus Design Werx logo pro-cut sticker in white. Solid color, pro-cut vinyl sticker is made in the USA and rated for a 5 year minimum life in outdoor conditions. Ideal on vehicle windows, hard cases, bumpers, and more. Specifications: Height: 3.5" Min 5 year... Prometheus Design Werx is one of those companies that pay attention to the quality of the gear they produce, even if it’s manufactured overseas. To keep the price at a reasonable level (the WUULF costs $179) the whole range of PDW packs is made overseas. The WUULF is manufactured in Vietnam specifically, which is a common pack …Precision machined titanium billet replacement scales for the standard 91mm style "Swiss Army Knife". These high grade premium scales are press fit permanent replacements for the factory plastic scales. Fully contoured on a CNC these titanium scales will have the similar shaping and feel of the factory plastic scales, but made with titanium as a premium …The Prometheus Design Werx Team is an eclectic aggregate of individuals who all intrinsically share in the mission and ethos of the brand. We are comprised of forward thinkers, designers, craftsmen, former service members, rebels, and adventurers. We at Prometheus Design Werx believe in discipline, but make up most of倖存者有限公司Survivor-Asia 統編:50917359 地址:桃園市大園區埔心里航勤北路8之1號 電話:0975511530 電子信箱:[email protected] Prometheus Design Werx, San Francisco, California. 18,278 likes · 474 talking about this · 480 were here. • Precision • Strength • Courage •. Danger Ranger Bear encourages you to be a friend to the wilderness when you get the call, and to the woodland creatures big or small. He wants you to be prepared, be ready, face the challenges, plan for risks, thrill in the journey, and to not die dumb. No adventure big or small was ever great, without a bit of danger.The SPD Edition STS-Linen Micarta folder design is a modern, technical, framelock folder featuring a distinct clip point blade inspired by the classic Loveless chute knife. This SPD edition features a premium Böhler M390 blade, OD Green linen micarta presentation handle side, billet titanium framelock handle side, lock bar limiter, and ceramic bearings in the pivot for a smooth …Warehouse Sale. Closeouts, previous season styles, and random warehouse finds, all being offered at or around wholesale, or better pricing. Admin Organizer Size 2 (AO2) - All Terrain Brown. 1 review. $ 21.75 $ 29.00. SPX Pouch - All Terrain Brown. 2 reviews. $ 20.25 $ 27.00. Stash Pouch Size 1 (SP1) - All Terrain Brown.And when Ma and co-founder Chris Whitney launched Prometheus Design Werx (PDW), they did so with a fairly lofty goal; staying true to a singular design vision that is impervious to rigid corporate principles. In January 2017, Carryology conducted an interview with Ma and Whitney that did a phenomenal job at capturing this ethos.Prometheus Design Werx ships orders within 3-5 business days, offering expedited shipping options. International shipping is available, with buyers responsible for duties and taxes. Returns require items to be in new condition with original packaging, except for final sale items. The company does not reimburse shipping costs and may charge for ...The A.G. Cashmere Shemagh is the superior take on a field classic. PDW took the everyday cotton shemagh to the next level by creating a version with the world's finest natural performance fiber, cashmere. Cashmere is finer, lighter, stronger, is at least 3X warmer than wool and is unsurpassed for comfort in the field. Versatile and exceptional. Available in …PDW Campsite Sticker. 1 review. $ 4.00. PDW Logo ProCut Sticker - White. New larger 3.5" size of our official Prometheus Design Werx logo pro-cut sticker in white. Solid color, pro-cut vinyl sticker is made in the USA and rated for a 5 year minimum life in outdoor conditions. Ideal on vehicle windows, hard cases, bumpers, and more.But the Prometheus Design Werx Stratus Down Hoodie might be my favorite lightweight down hooded jacket to date. Not all down jackets are made equally. Most of them have stitched-through down pockets, which is the easiest construction. But that also creates thermal bridges on the stitching lines, which transfer body heat to the cold outside.. Barrington gifts, Hermies, Jr automotive, Orange property management, B and j fabrics, Sun behavioral houston, Dovenmuhle mortgage, John watson chevrolet, In shape gym, Fla arena, Sam's club overland park, Amalgamated sugar, Kpopnw, Storage building near me, Microprose, Spanish flower houston, Lowe's in long beach, Powers auction.
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